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Sonic bomb alarm clock for sale

The best reviews of the latest Sonic Bomb Alarm Clock reviews is one of the loudest alarm clocks in production today and has been specifically designed to wake up deep sleepers. Shake, shake the room, shake, shake the room! With up to 113dB and the most powerful 12 volt bed shaker, it will definitely make you jump out of bed.
Kickstart every morning with an array of warnings to seriously wake you up. You'll never fall asleep again! The sonic bomb is also ideal for those with hearing loss. As one of our most popular models, Sonic Bomb alarm clock from Sonic Alert offers great value for money. It also has a snooze option, an adjustable alarm time, and a double
alarm clock so more users can take advantage of this loud alarm clock. Sonic Bomb Alarm Clock Features: 113db extra loud alarm (with adjustable tone and volume adjustment) Packed with our most powerful 12-volt bed shaker Built Red Flashing Alarm User chooses a replay time of 1-30 minutes Your choice user chooses the duration
of the alarm from 1-59 minutes Improved battery backup - will back up the time and settings of the alarm to one week New Green Energy Technology currently uses 60% less energy Alarm and bed shaker test mode Double time (12 and 24-hour time formats) 5-level dimmer features Double Alarm Shop all vibrating alarm clocks. About
Sonic Alert For more than thirty years, the Sonic Alert team has been building alert devices that focus on hearing loss. Today, the company is a world leader in the markets of reinforced alarm clocks, reinforced phones and personal eavesdropping devices. Shop full range Sonic Alert here. If you think you may suffer from hearing loss, try
our free online hearing test. It's quick and easy and you get your results instantly. Also, if you have any questions, get in touch and our team of experts will do everything you can to help you. $159.00 $149.00 Being deep asleep is great for snoozing on planes, during thunderstorms, or when your upstairs neighbor is trying to learn Stairway
to the sky. But when you need to make sure you can't miss your alarm bell, install a Sonic bomb by your bed. This beefed-up alarm clock has a buzzer buzzer maxing out at 113 decibels, which is roughly equivalent to having a rock concert in your bedroom. The roar of the siren is accompanied by Bed Shaker, a vibrating attachment that
connects to the clock and nests under the bed to greatly shake you awake. The adjustable volume on the dual alarm allows you to find the right volume for your needs, and vibration-only option allows you to keep the rest of the house in Dreamland while you start your day. For people who love: gifts for geeks gifts for her gifts for him and
specs an extremely loud alarm clock with vibration attachments of up to 113 decibels! Buzzer Alarm has an adjustable volume, tone and duration of pulsating red lights alert Double alarm settings Set only vibration, buzzer sound only, or as a snooze function with adjustable duration Displays 12 12 The 24-hour Time Display format has five
brightness test mode options making it easy to find the right setting for you powered by a DC adapter (included) or a 9V battery (not included) approximately. Watch sizes: 6 x 5 1/2 x 3 (15.2 cm x 14 cm x 7.6 cm) If you're deep asleep - or just a reluctant wacker -Sonic Bomb Alarm Clock - this is the best way to make sure you get up and
get back on your feet in a hurry. This extreme wake-up signal drops a payload of noise that will leave you no doubt alert (and perhaps shell shocked). With an audible alarm as loud as a live rock band and a Bed Shaker attachment as a subwoofer, you can easily be knowing that there is no way you will miss a morning meeting or early
class. You're not sleeping?!?! Triple ThreatIf the usual alarm clock gently accompanies you in the morning, Sonic Bomb Alarm Clock forcibly gives you out of the country vulture dreamland. The three-headed attack change starts with red LEDs that flash with the intensity of a 2am ambulance going past your home. This visual push is
accompanied by a deafening detonation of the buzzer alarm, which is turned on in a piercing 113 decibels. As if that wasn't enough, the Sonic Bomb also shakes you from sleep. Put a vibrating block under a mattress or pillow and it will shock you to sleep when it's time to climb and shine. Features a 113 dB buzzer, vibrating bed
attachments, and intense red lights! Customized chaosIf some days you don't want to feel like you've woken up in a war zone, Sonic Bomb adapts to your liking. Use the watch test mode to find the right volume, tone and duration of sound alarm to fit your morning routine. Fans of the snooze button (aka should I? button) will enjoy the
opportunity to adjust the length of their extra sleep to 30 minutes. Once you're on them, you'll appreciate the watch's five brightness settings, 12- or 24-hour display mode, and battery backup capabilities. Adjustable snooze duration, volume, tone and brightness, and battery backup! Frequently asked questions: How does part of the
vibration work? Is this going to break anything? Answer: The Sonic Bomb vibrating attachment can be placed either under the mattress or under the pillow. It's not strong enough to shake the whole bed, but it will make you sleep. The question is: Will it bother everyone in my home/dorm/space station? Answer: Depending on the thickness
of your walls, the Sonic Bomb can definitely bother your neighbors. You can adjust the volume to find something that won't carry through the walls or only use the vibration function to make sure no one is bothered. The question is: Can I play music with him? Answer: Sonic Bomb can play your favorite song, but only if your favorite song is
a loud beep. It has no musical capabilities. ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. Latest Reviews Shows Slide (CURRENT_SLIDE) from TOTAL_SLIDES - Shop by ColorGo to previous slide - Shop ColorBlackSilverRedGo to the next slide - Color Store
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